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another, but what an infinite piece of work is maa!
We move from homogeneity to heterogeneity.    What
is true of the individual organism he claimed to be true
of the social organism :   communities also move from
the like to the different.    With this tendency Spencer
associated the movement from status to contract.   The
primitive and bad society is that of the militarist State,
where ruthless discipline reduces all men to similarity,
where authority and obedience are the natural com-
panions of lofty or lowly status, and where the free
functioning of the individual, according to his natural
endowments, is rigidly suppressed in the interests ol
* social  unity'.    Government   here   is supreme,   and
under this tremendous integration the happiness of the
individual must be crushed.    In contradistinction, the
industrial state is a paradise of individuation:   there
no constraining arm of the law interferes to send each
man about his proper business, but each can choose
for himself and settle his own fortune by free contract,
In such a community government will soon become
superfluous, and mankind, freed at last from the impei>
tinences of Bumble and the ukases  of Sir Pompous
Insolence, and all the incompetent meddlers of White-
hall, will attain a static Utopia of prosperous anarchy,
Spencer is really contrasting the respective heavens of a
choleric major-general and of a wealthy Cobdenite of
the 'sixties-
Yet we are all of us attracted by the concept of
individuation ;  and every man, unconsciously perhaps,
is something of an anarchist at heart.    Our dream is
of a community where men will so respect the rights
of others that there will be no need of a policeman to
enforce those rights, of a land where virtue will te
entirely   voluntary   and   entirely   successful.    Most
Socialists have a strong vein of anarchism, and

